
Too many guidelines – What is the goal? 
 
The recent circular from UGC, titled “On Safety of Students on and off Campuses of Higher Educational 
Institutions (HEIs)”1 has sparked debate within the academic fraternity and has particularly invited strong 
opposition from the student community. The circular recommends “Barbed wires atop high walls, closed-
circuit television cameras everywhere, biometric attendance, police posts inside campuses, and regular 
parent-teacher meetings” in all HEIs. In continuation, UGC had sent another circular last month stating 
that the Lyngdoh Committee (LC) recommendation be implemented in HEIsB1. In our view the LC 
recommendations are a roadmap to create apolitical student unions in order to make this vital section of 
the country’s adult population socially and politically irrelevant. Further, between May and August of this 
year, several guidelines have been circulated in various HEIs by their adminstrations, such as Pondichery 
University (PU), University of Madras (UoM), Indian Institute of Technology Madras (IITM) and Film 
and Television Institute of India (FTII), following protests/agitations by students in those campuses. It 
might not appear so, but these events are related to each other. It would be helpful to briefly recap each 
individual event. 
                                                                            ******* 
On June 27th Pondicherry University Students Movement (PUSM) organized a protest demanding the 
removal of the Vice Chancellor for human rights violations on the campus, allegations of plagiarism, fake 
publications and mismanagement. The appointment of the incumbent was said to be against the UGC 
guideline for VC selection (candidate should have 10 years experience as professor). More than 1000 
student participated in the protest and Pondicherry University Teachers Association (PUTA) extended 
their support (200 faculties) to the student strike. Ultimately the students don’t want their certificates 
signed by a person who has plagiarized. In order to weaken the student protest, on 24th July the registrar 
sent a circular to all departments stating that “participating in such protest or in any form of strike would 
be a direct violation of the relevant provisons of PU conduct rules as for as teacher/staff are concerned 
and a direct violation of code of conduct in respect of students of Pondicherry university…. appropriate 
action would be taken against the teacher/staff and student as per relevant provision…”. The MHRD’s 
reply to the student was: “Vice-Chancellor’s fake CV or the fact that she plagiarised an entire book 
has nothing to do with students, it will not affect their degrees” 
                                                                          ******* 
 FTII students have been on indefinite strike for more than 100 days (from June 12th onwards), 
against the appointment of Gajendra Chauhan as Chairperson – someone with no credentials for the 
position other than being a Hindu nationalist and having acted in one noteworthy TV serial of debatable 
artistic value. This premier institute was earlier headed by renowned, legendary film makers like Shyam 
Benegal, Adoor Gopalakrishnan etc. Despite the huge opposition from the various sections of society, the 
government is unwilling to reconsider its decision. Students were threatened by sangh leaders, 
disciplinary action was taken by the administration and five of them were arrested at midnight at their 
hostel premises, warrant issued against 30 students including 3 girls, at the behest of the Modi 
government, it would appear. FTII Students’ association strongly believes that this move by the present 



government is part of an overall “saffronization” of Indian education. There is also room to believe that 
this controversy could actually smoothen the path for privatizing the FTII and handing it over to the 
Bollywood industry as recommended by the Geeta Krishnan Committee report. 
                                                                    ******* 
 Last month (3rd August) Tamilnadu encountered a series of agitations against TASMAC 
(Government liquor outlets in Tamilnadu), which was triggered by Pachiyappaa College student’s protest. 
Many TASMAC outlets were ransacked and there were active protests by college students, working class 
women and even school students. On the same day UoM students (Department of Political Science and 
Public Administration) organized a one day hunger strike for demanding prohibition in the state. The 
head of department, Prof. R. Manivannan, who supported the cause, was asked to step down from the 
HOD post and students have been suspended by the registrar. Both Prof. Manivannan and the students are 
charged in many cases.A8 UoM students have been fighting for many issues like water facility inside the 
campus, delay in thesis evaluation, Eelam issues and corruption. In order to control the students who are 
actively participating in anti liquor protests (or any kind of protest), in university campuses and affiliated 
colleges, UoM circulated new student  guide lines on 10th Aug, stating that “Students shall not indulge 
in demonstration and strikes; Political activity of any form inside the campuses is punishable”.A6 

                                                                     *******   
 After the APSC issue, new guidelines for the independent student body have been proposed by 
SAC (Student affairs council) on 10th August and discussions are going on this issue among the 
students.The proposed new guidelines in IITM talk about the registration and functioning of independent 
student bodies. For instance, one rule says that, if the Dean of Student (DoS) opposes the registration, 
SAC may override the decision if ¾ of the membership of SAC votes, and ⅔ of the membership 
votes to override the decision. Why should it be necessary for 50% of SAC members to approve the 
registration of an independent student body? Another rule says that “Every …. event ….should be 
communicated to the Office of DoS via the Faculty Advisor (FA) at least 14 days in advance. …… 
any event ….. do not violate any law or the Constitution of India”. Even political parties need not get 
permission so much in advance for public meetings from police and state authorities. The new guidelines 
seem to impose stringent rules on independent student bodies to bring them totally under the control and 
surveillance of the IITM administration.                                                                 
 It is important to note that all guidelines unanimously express an interest in curtailing student 
rights and their activities inside campuses, like FTII students opposing the “saffornization” of education, 
APSC’s fight against Hindutva and privatization, UoM students opposing the state liquor policy and PU 
students against the “illegal” appointment of a VC. We would like to emphasize that these actions by 
students are not only for their rights, but also in the larger public interest. 
                                                                       ******** 

The one thread that connects these 4 distinct incidents seems to be a so called  “Code of Conduct”.  
If we follow that thread it takes us to the Lyngdoh Committee which was a result of a judgment by the 
Kerala High Court in a case by the Council of Principals of Colleges in Kerala vs. SFI. 



The judgment reads thus: “once students are admitted to an educational institution they are bound 
by the code of conduct laid down by the educational institutions through the prospectus or college 
calendar and it is implicit that they should observe the code of conduct necessary for the proper 
administration and management of the institution…wisdom of laying down those restrictions cannot be 
challenged by the student after getting admitted to the educational institution. The right to admission not 
being absolute there could be regulatory measures for ensuring educational standards and maintaining 
excellence in education.” The court went on to add that students have no right to organize or attend 
“meetings other than the official ones within the college campus and such a restriction would not violate 
Article 19(1)(a) or (c) of the Constitution of India.” (Compare this with UoM’s recent Code of Conduct). 
The above lines were quoted repeatedly by the right wing lawyer Aditya Reddy in Indian Express and in 
RSS’s mouth piece Organizer while welcoming the derecognisation of the APSC. This is the point with 
which Youth for Equality – an anti-reservation (primarily caste-Hindu) youth organization, moved the 
Supreme Court against the JNUSU election in 2006 for violating Lyngdoh Committee recommendations. 
We would like to trace the lines connecting these facts to come to a critical understanding of the interests 
behind the actions of the Council of Principals of Colleges in Kerala, organizations like the RSS and 
Youth for Equality, Lyngdoh Committee, UGC and the State’s Policies on education.  
 Depoliticizing the campuses and suppressing social and political awareness among the youth 
would surely lead to a social order of younger generations who are unaware of the importance as well as 
modes of dissent. It leads us back to an imperialist hegemonic order without the possibility of dissent. Is 
this the way forward for Indian democracy?  
 Why should the State be  frightened of a politically active academic fraternity? Higher educational 
institutions are in fact the best place to nurture politically active and socially responsible young citizens. 
Instead, we have proposed guidelines urging the administrations to set up police stations within university 
campuses and the installation of CCTV cameras and biometric identification facilities in the name of 
assuring a ‘safe and secure learning environment’ for students. The rustication threats given to protesting 
students of PU, FTII, UoM and the formulation of code of conducts for students and teachers, arrest of 
Dr. Saibaba and attack on PUTA faculty members are some of the examples of the level of threats faced 
by the faculty and students using their right of democratic opposition. 
 Yes, the State has already signed WTO-GATS and the ministerial conference is scheduled for 
December in Nairobi. The new education policy is being drafted under the shadow of doubt of extra 
constitutional interference and intervention. Will it open the doors of higher education to unrestricted and 
unregulated market access? By December, GoI has to open all services including Education, Health, Food 
and Agriculture, and Water for exploitation by corporates (as we understand the direction given by 
GATS) and complete phase three of structural changes in accordance with the LPG policy. The common 
mass, caught in the crunch of such policies, will be left headless and voiceless if dissenting voices in the 
academic and intellectual fraternity are strangulated.  Whether it is TASMAC or Code of Conduct, the 
target is the toiling majority of the poor common people. In this situation the academic fraternity should 
and can become the vehicle for the articulation of dissent. 
                                                                       ******* 


